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NEW YORK, July 28, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- illycaffè launches a new integrated global communication ... as well as the path of an authentic human spirit". The eclectic American director, writer ...
illy launches new integrated campaign, "Welcome on the Road to Happiness" - a circular path paved with quality, inclusion and respect
Q2 2021 Earnings CallAug 12, 2021, 4:30 p.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorGood afternoon, and thank you for standing by. Welcome to ...
FIGS, Inc. (FIGS) Q2 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
so it was important to be authentic and real about my journey and not give the impression that I have life all figured out. I need divine guidance and human support if I want to give myself a good ...
Be Unbeatable!
are integrated for increased automation, improved communication and self-monitoring, and production of smart machines that can analyze and diagnose issues without the need for human intervention. The ...
Understanding the Four Industrial Revolutions
According to App Annie’s 2021 State of Mobile Report, mobile gaming grew 20% year over year in 2020 in both users and total consumer spend. But that jump has not yet translated to an increase in ...
An In-Depth Look at In-Game Mobile Advertising
Honourable Lorna Mae Johnson is the Co-Founder and President CribMD. CribMD is a Telemedical solution and doctor home visit digital outreach ...
‘CribMD committed to making a difference in health of Nigerians’
“JUNO was born from a community software company, so when our team lays out a guide for 365 engagement, it comes from a decade of experience in human connection ... spaces built for social connection ...
Tech News: New JUNO Release; Frameable and Shindig Enhancements; Intrado-Encore Alliance
says Sarah Krepp, SVP, Human Resources and Administration for ... This generation craves an authentic employment experience that focuses on their overall wellness. Employers who focus on wellness ...
Wellness Works: The Triangle's Holistic Experience
The goal is to make brands and people connect in ways that are more authentic and meaningful ... it will take a human-centred approach, based on data and insights around Muslim beliefs, values ...
Understanding the muslim diaspora: a look at VMLY&R's Muslim Intel Lab
are required to be integrated into institutional policies ... challenge worldwide for transforming education digitally. Human beings always oppose those cultures they are not habituated to.
Adopting online digital education in Bangladesh
“To ensure that consumers enjoy a seamless and integrated customer experience ... being a successful go-getter and being an authentic, accessible human being,” said Kimberly Zhang, editor ...
How To Give Your Small Business a Boost Post-COVID-19
Bula Sautu: A window on quality 2021 ... delivering holistic and integrated care; improving access to health services; respectful and authentic engagement with Pacific consumers and communities ...
‘Window’ On Pacific Peoples’ Health Calls For Urgent System Change
CLEVELAND--(BUSINESS WIRE)--OnShift®, a leader in human ... s integrated suite of software and services to dramatically reduce turnover rates, decrease costs and improve the quality and ...
OnShift Ranked As A Top Workplace In Northeast Ohio
Psychic Source – The Best Site for Love and Relationship Readings from Authentic Online Tarot Reading ... Furthermore, Kasamba boasts a well-integrated database for users and psychic experts ...
Online Tarot Card Reading: Best Free Love Tarot Reading Sites To Try In 2021
In a bid to encourage excitement around learning with less limitations and interruptions, Crayola has teamed up with the data-powered integrated ... to emphasise the human experience of education ...
Crayola aims to spark creativity this back to school season with new social media campaign
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Sex pervades our culture, going far beyond the confines of the bedroom into the workplace, the church and the media. Yet despite all the attention and even obsession devoted to sex, human sexuality remains confusing and even foreboding. What, after all, is authentic human sexuality? That is the question Judith and Jack Balswick set out to answer in this wide-ranging and
probing book. Informed by sociology, psychology and theology, the Balswicks investigate how human sexuality originates both biologically and socially, lay groundwork for a normative Christian interpretation of sexuality, show how authentic sexuality is necessarily grounded in relationships, and explore such forms of "inauthentic sexuality" as sexual harassment, pornography
and rape. Since its first publication in 1999, Authentic Human Sexuality has established itself as a standard text at numerous colleges and seminaries. While maintaining the book's overall structure, this new paper edition offers updated discussions and bibliographies throughout, including a completely new chapter on sexual development throughout the human lifespan and a
substantially revised chapter on sexual beings in relationship that incorporates a trinitarian theological perspective. A new generation of students, pastors, psychologists and sociologists engaged in counseling will be indebted to the Balswicks for this updated study of this endlessly fascinating and perplexing facet of human identity.
Recent technological advances have opened new platforms for learning and teaching. By utilizing virtual spaces, more educational opportunities are created for students who cannot attend a physical classroom environment. Integrating an Awareness of Selfhood and Society into Virtual Learning is a pivotal reference source that discusses the latest scholarly perspectives on
creating meaningful learning and sensory engagement in virtual learning spaces, and examines how selfhood is expressed in these environments. Highlighting emerging topics in education, such as gender considerations, leadership development, and situated learning, this book is ideally designed for professionals, practitioners, graduate students, and academics interested in
the role of virtual reality in learning contexts.
The year is 2054 and humanity's genetic health is in the hands of the giant de Margham Corporation. Established by Maelgwen de Margham and her late husband, Saul, the Corporation supplies a universal gene therapy that avoids violation of the Marshall Dictat: the absolute prohibition on making inheritable changes in a person's genetic structure.

A one-volume edition of the three-volume 'Integrative Theology', this text deals with the definition and application of this new and distinctive approach to religious study.
What is “integration”? Christians serving in the psychological professions have long debated the proper way to understand the relationship between “psychology” on the one hand, and “theology” or “Christianity” or “the Christian faith” on the other. This book argues for understanding integration as a matter of personal integrity: it’s not about bridging or blending academic
disciplines, but about having a coherent vocational identity. What narrative will hold together both our core identity as Christians and our developing identity as clinicians? Peacemaking is proposed as the central motif, based on the Beatitudes of Jesus. Christian therapists who understand themselves as peacemakers will in turn cultivate the clinical virtues of hope, humility,
compassion, and Sabbath rest.
Authenticity is a value difficult to define but impossible to ignore in contemporary life. The desire for authentic experience pervades art, music, food, dating, marketing, and politics. Worship is no exception: Vatican documents, megachurch websites, pastors, and liturgy planners all make competing claims to offer the genuine article. But what makes liturgy authentic? What
distinguishes real celebration from artificial spectacle, heartfelt prayer from empty ritualism, a living tradition from both stagnation and gimmickry? Can today's Christians perform the liturgy so that it is not a mere performance but a sincere offering of their whole selves? In this book, Nathaniel Marx argues that the defining characteristic of authentic liturgy is harmony.
Authentic liturgy happens when the minds of participants are in tune with their voices. The call for worshipers to harmonize their inward and outward offerings of prayer is discernible in the Bible, in the history of Christian prayer, and in diverse efforts to invigorate communal worship today. Marx's argument unfolds the meaning of this call to authentic worship through a
provocative and wide-ranging study incorporating scriptural exegesis, liturgical history, anthropology of ritual, and philosophy of action. He argues that authenticity is not a modern buzzword but an ancient virtue essential to worshiping in a spirit of communion.
This book explores the highly-valued, and often highly-charged, ideal of authenticity in hip-hop — what it is, why it is important, and how it affects the day-to-day life of rap artists. By analyzing the practices, identities, and struggles that shape the lives of rappers in the London scene, the study exposes the strategies and tactics that hip-hop practitioners engage in to negotiate
authenticity on an everyday basis. In-depth interviews and fieldwork provide insight into the nature of authenticity in global hip-hop, and the dynamics of cultural appropriation, globalization, marketization, and digitization through a combined set of ethnographic, theoretical, and cultural analysis. Despite growing attention to authenticity in popular music, this book is the first to
offer a comprehensive theoretical model explaining the reflexive approaches hip-hop artists adopt to ‘live out’ authenticity in everyday life. This model will act as a blueprint for new studies in global hip-hop and be generative in other authenticity research, and for other music genres such as punk, rock and roll, country, and blues that share similar issues surrounding contested
artist authenticity.

Early in these essays, Bromberg contemplates how one might engage schizoid detachment within an interpersonal perspective. To his surprise, he finds that the road to the patient's disavowed experiences most frequently passes through the analyst's internal conversation, as multiple configurations of self-other interaction, previously dissociated, are set loose first in the
analyst and then played out in the interpersonal field. This insight leads to other discoveries. Beneath the dissociative structures seen in schizoid patients, and also in other personality disorders, Bromberg regularly finds traumatic experience -- even in patients not otherwise viewed as traumatized. This discovery allows interpersonal notions of psychic structure to emerge in a
new light, as Bromberg arrives at the view that all severe character pathology masks dissociative defenses erected to ward off the internal experience of trauma and to keep the external world at bay to avoid retraumatization. These insights, in turn, open to a new understanding of dissociative processes as intrinsic to the therapeutic process per se. For Bromberg, it is the
unanticipated eruption of the patient's relational world, with its push-pull impact on the analyst's effort to maintain a therapeutic stance, that makes possible the deepest and most therapeutically fruitful type of analytic experience. Bromberg's essays are delightfully unpredictable, as they strive to keep the reader continually abreast of how words can and cannot capture the
subtle shifts in relatedness that characterize the clinical process. Indeed, at times Bromberg's writing seems vividly to recreate the alternating states of mind of the relational analyst at work. Stirringly evocative in character and radiating clinical wisdom infused with compassion and wit, Standing in the Spaces is a classic destined to be read and reread by analysts and therapists
for decades to come.
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